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(57) A gas separator for ah electric submersible centrifugal

pump for a well separates gas from liquid components eg

water, oil of the well fluid. The gas separator has a rotatably

driven rotor 27. Trie rotor has an outer cylinder 29, an inner

hub 31 and one or more longitudinal vanes 33 that extend

between the inner hub and outer cylinder. Notches 35 are

formed in the upper edge of the vanes. A stationary

discharge member 37. mounted above the rotor, has a

depending skirt 39 that extends into the notches. This

defines a separate inner flow path 41 , 45, 53, 47 for gas to

flow out of the separator into the well. The unseparated

portions (liquid) of the well fluid flow in a clearance 43

between the skirt and the housing into a second separator

stage and then into a pump intake. Supports 49 extend

radially out from the discharge member for securing the

discharge member in the housing, e.g. by a screw 55. „ Fig.lB
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This invention relates in general to electrically
driven centrifugal submersibieu well pumps; and in
particular to a gas separator for separating gas from
the well fluid prior to reaching the pump.

2. Description of the Prior Art:

Submersible well pump* of the type concerned
herein are centrifugal and driven by a downtible
electrical motor. A pump will have a large number of
stages, each stage having an impeller rotatably driven
within a diffuser. These puinps are used to pump large
volumes of fluid, such as oil and water from wells.

Most oil wells typically will also produce some
gas. If the gas is of sufficient volume, it can reduce
the performance of the pump. In these circumstances,
gas separators are mounted in the assembly below the
pump and above the motor and the mechanical seal.

Prior art gas separators utilize a rotataBly
driven rotor within a cylindrical housing. The rotor
has at least one blade or vane. The vane will impart a
centrifugal force to the well fluid flowing through the
housing. This centrifugal force tends to separate the
liquid components from the gas components because of
differance in densities, with the liquid components
locating near the outer wall of the housing, and the
gas remaining near the shaft.
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A discharge member is mounted above the rotor. The

discharge member provides a passage from the central portion

of the rotor to the exterior of the gas separator to

discharge gas. The discharge member also- provides a liquid

passageway for the remaining portion of the well fluid to

flow upward toward the intake of a pump.

Although the above-described apparatus is workable,

improvements are desirable, as are. provided by the present

invention gs defined in claim 1.

An example of the invention will now be described with

reference to the accompanying drawings, in which:-

Figures 1A, IB and 1C show sectional views of a gas

separator

,

Figure 2 is a side view of the discharge member used in the

gas separator of Figure 1, showing a side 90 degrees from

the position shown in Figure 1,

Figure 3 is a plan of the dischage member of Figure 2 and

Figure 4 is a sectional view of the discharge member of

Figure 2 taken along the line IV-IV of Figure 2.
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Referring to the drawings, and in particular to
Figure 1C, gas separator 11 has a cylindrical housing
13. Housing 13 has an axial inner passage 15. A shaft
17 extends through the passage 15. Shaft 17 will be
driven by a motor (not shown) mounted below the gas
separator 11 and separated by a seal section (not
shown) . An inlet 19 locates in the bottom of housing
13 for drawing well fluid into passage 15.

The well fluid proceeds first to an inducer 21.
Inducer 21 comprises a helical screw mounted to the
shaft 17 for rotation with it. Inducer 21 conveys the
fluid upward and pressurizes the fluid to prevent
expansion of the gas contained in the fluid at that
point.

The well fluid then passes through a bearing 23,
which is of a spider type, having a plurality of
passages 24. The well fluid proceeds to a set of guide
vanes 25. Guide vanes 25 are mounted to the shaft 17
for rotation therewith. Preferably there are more than
one of the guide vanes 25, each comprising a flat or
curved plate, and each being inclined relative to the
axis of shaft 17. Guide vanes 25 impart a swirling
motion to the well fluid.

Guide vanes 25 are located in the lower portion of
a rotor 27. Rotor 27 has an outer cylinder 29 which
extends down over guide vanes 25. Outer cylinder 29
encloses an inner hub 31 and is closely spaced within a
stationary sleeve 30 mounted in the passage 15. Inner
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hub 31 mounts to the shaft 17 for rotation with the

shaft 17* Two or more rotor vanes 33 (only two shown)

extend between the hub 31 and the outer cylinder 29.

Vanes 33 comprise longitudinal blades extending from

the lower end to the upper end of the rotor 27. Each

vane 33 is located in a radial plane of the axis of
shaft 17. Each vane 33 is Vertically oriented*

Referring to Figure 1B # each vane 33 preferably
has a notch 35 formed in its upper end. Notch 35 is a

longitudinal slot that extends downward a short
distance from the upper edge of each vane 33. In the
embodiment shown, each notch 35 is located
approximately midway between the hub 31 and the outer
cylinder 29. The notches 35 also may be positioned
to one side or the other of the midpoint between hub 31
and outer cylinder 29, dekpending on the amount of
iseparation desired. The rotor 27 imparts a centrifugal
force to the veil fluid, causing heavier liquid
components to flow outward toward the outer cylinder 29

as they progress up the rotor 27. The lighter gaseous
phase will remain in the central portion of the rotor
27, near the hub 31.

A discharge member 37 mounts stationarily directly
above rotor 27. Discharge member 37 does not rotate
with shaft 17. Discharge member 37 has a depending
skirt 39 that extends downward. Skirt 39 is concentric
with shaft 17. Skirt 39 is annular, having an outer
diameter significantly smaller than the inner diameter
of the passage 15 of housing 13. The inner diameter of
skirt 39 is significantly greater than the outer



diameter of Inner hub 31. This results in an annular
gas cavity 41 located within skirt 39.

The clearance between the skirt 39 and the passage
15 comprises a liquid passage 43. The portion of the
well fluid that does not enter gas cavity 41 will flow
up through the liquid passage 43. A plurality of gas
passages 45 (only one shown in Fig. IB) extend through
discharge member 37. In the embodiment shown, there
are three of the gas passages 45, and each communicates
with a gas outlet 47 extending through housing 13.
6as outlets 47 allow separated gas to be discharged
into the well.

As shown also in Figures 3 and 4, discharge
member 37 has a plurality of laterally extending
supports 49. In the embodiment shown, there are three
supports 49 spaced 120 degrees apart from each other.
The supports 49 extend out into contact with the
passage 15. Each support 49 has a generally
rectangular perimeter, having flat Upper and lower
edges and side edges, as shown in Figure 2. The outer
face of each support 49 is a segment of a cylinder
having approximately the sane diameter as the inner
diameter of passage 15. The outer face of each support
49 extends circumferentially about 45 degrees.

The well fluid in the liquid passage 43 flows
between the supports 49. A window 51, which is
rectangular in the embodiment shown, is located in the
outer face of each support 49. Window 51 registers
with one of the gas outlets 47 (Fig. l) and
communicates with a cavity 53 defined by the interior



of teach support 49. Window 51 and cavity 53 .ay ba
considered a part of the gas passage 45 leading to a
gas outlet 47 (Fig. 1). a fastener, screw 55, or
locking device extends through a hole in housing 13.
The tip of screw 55 engages a diaple provided in one of
the upper supports 49. This engagement prevents
rotation of the discharge member 37 and also fixes the
discharge member 37 axially.

Referring still to Figure IB, a bearing 57 mounts
in housing 13 directly above discharge member 37.
Bearing 57 has a plurality of axial passages 59
extending through it.

In the embodiment Shown, the gas separator 11 is
of a tandew type, and can have two or more units joined
in series depending upon well conditions. That is,
there are two separate and independent separator
portions. The structure of the separator portion above
bearing 57 is the same as that below. This structure
includes an inducer 61. A bearing 63 locates above
inducer 61. The well fluid passing through liquid
passage 43 may still contain some gas. The well fluid
flows through passages 65 in bearing 63 to an upper
guide vane 67. Upper guide vane 67 rotates with shaft
17.

Upper guide vane 67 locates in the lower portion
of an upper rotor 69. Rotor 69 has an outer cylinder
71 closely spaced to a stationary sleeve 72 in housing
13. An inner hub 73 nounts to shaft 17 for rotation
with shaft 17. a plurality of longitudinal vanes 75
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extend between inner hub 73 and outer cylinder 71.
Each vane has a notch 77 in its upper edge.

An upper discharge member 79 mounts stationarily
above upper rotor 69. Upper discharge member 79 has a
depending skirt 81, the lower edge of which extends
into the notches 77. skirt 81 defines a gas cavity S3
on its inner diameter. Three gas passages 85 lead
through the upper discharge member 79, each to an upper
gas outlet 87. Liquid passage 89 is located in a
clearance between the skirt 81 and the inner diameter
of housing 13.

The upper discharge member 79 has three supports
91, each having a window 93. The supports 91 extend to
the inner diameter of housing 13 and are
circuaferentially spaced apart from each other. A
fastener 95 extends through a threaded hole in housing
13 and has an inner end that engages the support 91.

A bearing 97 mounts in housing 13 above upper
discharge member 79 for supporting shaft i7. Bearing
97 has one or more axial passages 99 for the flow of
well fluid. The well fluid flows through a bore outlet
101 on the upper end into the intake of a pump (not
shown)

.

In operation, the well fluid flows in intake 19
(Fig. 1C)

. The inducer 21 will apply pressure to the
well fluid, which then flows through guide vanes 25
into rotor 27. The spinning rotor 27 causes some
separation of the gas and liquid, with the heavier
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liquid components moving outward toward the outer

cylinder 29.

Referring to Figure IB, the gaseous phase remains

near inner hub 31 and will flow through the gas cavity

41, gas passage 45 and out the gas outlet 47. The

remaining portion of the well fluid, which may be a

mixture of liquid and gas, will flow up the liquid

passage 43 and through the bearing passage 59.

The well fluid at that point enters a second

separation stage which operates in the same manner as
previously described. The well fluid is pressurized
again by an inducer 61. The well fluid flows into
rotor 69 (Pig. 1A) . Again, separation occurs. The
separated gas flows through gas cavity 83, gas passage
85 and out gas outlet 87. The remaining well fluid
flows up the liquid passage 89, through the passage 99

and out the bore outlet 101. The well fluid then
enters the intake of a pump (not shown) •

The invention has significant advantages.
Utilizing a stationary skirt with the diffuser enhances
separation of the liquid and gaseous components. The
stationary skirt is less expensive to manufacture than
a rotating skirt such as used in one prior art type of
gas separator. The discharge members are easier to
install as they are held by fasteners rather than by
axial compression as in one prior art type.
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CLAIMS

1. A gas separator for a submersible centrifugal pump for

a well, the gas separator having a cylindrical housing with

a bore extending therethrough, a shaft driven by a motor of

the pump and extending axial ly through the bore , an intake

in the lower end of the housing for receiving well fluid

containing liquid and gas/ a rotor mounted on the shaft for

rotation therewith for receiving fluid flowing through the

bore of the housing and forcing the liquid phase radially

outward while the gas phase flows through a central portion

of the rotor, the rotor having an inner hub, at least one

longitudinal vane extending readially outward from the inner

hub, and a discharge member mounted stationarily above the

rotor for directing the gas outward into the well and

directing the liquid upward into an intake of the pump, an

annular stationary skirt on the discharge member extending

downward toward the rotor radially outward of the shaft and

radially inward of the bore of the housing, the interior of

the skirt defining a gas cavity for dischaging gas through

a gas outlet in the housing into the well, a plurality of

circumferentially spaced apart supports, each extending

radially outward from the discharge member into contact with

the bore of the housing, and a fastener extending through a

wall of the housing into engagement with one of the supports

for securing the discharge member within the housing.

2. A gas separator as claimed in claim 1 wherein the

supports are located above the skirt and located such that

the portion of the wall fluid that does not flow into the

OCID: <GB 2255033A__L>
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gas cavity flows between the supports.

3. A gas separator as claimed in claim 1 or claim 2 wherein

each of the supports contains gas passage means for

communicating from the gas cavity to the gas outlet.

4. A gas separator as claimed in any one of claims 1 to 3

wherein the skirt on the discharge means extends downward

into the rotor radially outward of the hub and radially

inward of the outer periphery of the rotor.

5. A gas separator as claimed in any one of the preceding

claims comprising a notch formed in an upper edge of the

vane for receiving a lower edge of the skirt.

6. A gas separator as clainmed in any one of the preceding

claims wherein there are three of the supports, spaced 120

degrees from each other.

7. A gas separator substantially as

refernce to the accompanying drawings.

herein described with
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